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Hi! Welcome to the less formal mini 
magazine series, with this series the  
aim is to post a weekly update from 

across the Monogame Sphere,

We will try to prettify these but 
that can take a lot of time, so the 
aim is more like a classifieds style.

With that said, let’s see what has been 
happening lately and see what cool 
things have occurred or surfaced.

Thanks for reading!

MonoGame Community Wiki Team.



Forum, no wait not that one

A Forum was added to the MonoGame Discord, 
and it is being packed full of fun stuff!

If you are a member in the Discord, and have not 
already, take a visit to the Forum thread to contribute 

to its growth and usefulness!

If you have a complex issue that spawned many posts 
in another thread, consider moving it into a forum 
thread so that it can be easier to follow-up on, and 
future readers can also ask or search for help on a 

similar topic and get the help they need faster.

Contribute with any helpful topics you might have to 
hand, the more knowledge available, the better!



From the original Forum
Nearing a decade long membership, thiagoromam has 

posted in the wake of the Unity Fiasco, while not 
driving the project, graciously released the 
foundational code for an Integrated Editor 

Environment within Visual Studio.
If you find yourself having the time to tackle this area 
of expertise and can drive it forward, take a visit over 

to the GitHub page:
https://github.com/scrawlbit/dreambit

Original Forum post:
https://community.monogame.net/t/initial-effort-for-

a-game-engine/19494

https://github.com/scrawlbit/dreambit
https://community.monogame.net/t/initial-effort-for-a-game-engine/19494
https://community.monogame.net/t/initial-effort-for-a-game-engine/19494


From the new Forum, Aristurtle is on a roll

Community member Aristurtle has been busy!

Something about a rabbit?

https://discord.com/channels/355231098122272778/1155185785633505290/1155185785633505290

Should you need to use VS Code on Windows, Linux, or 

Mac, Aristurtle has you covered!

Hop on over, and should you be a Discord avoider, post 

a request for a Forum copy in the original Forum.

https://discord.com/channels/355231098122272778/1155185785633505290/1155185785633505290


From the GitHubs, Aristurtle Strike II
Do you find yourself needing FMOD in your games?

Not sure where to start?

https://github.com/AristurtleDev/tiny-fmod

With great documentation as usual, Aristurtle has 

covered this area quite well.

https://github.com/AristurtleDev/tiny-fmod


From the GitHubs, Aristurtle Strike III
While using MonoGame 3.8.1.303 you may have 

noticed something missing, the intellisense is not 

giving you any information, this is because the XML 

documentation was missed out, visit:

https://github.com/AristurtleDev/monogame-xml-

documentation

to remedy this until the next release.

https://github.com/AristurtleDev/monogame-xml-documentation
https://github.com/AristurtleDev/monogame-xml-documentation


XAML for UI
New Community member Marek_Novosad has 

started out with a real hit topic by posting their 
project called Noesis, a UI framewrk based on 

XAML, a real treat for UWP users wanting to shift 
over to Desktop development while maintaining 
XAML usability, see more on the Forum thread:

https://community.monogame.net/t/native-
noesis-ui-renderer/19579

https://community.monogame.net/t/native-noesis-ui-renderer/19579
https://community.monogame.net/t/native-noesis-ui-renderer/19579


The Return of Aristurtle Strike IV!
Jokes aside, we love Aristurtle, and without his 

contributions, MonoGame would be for the 
worse. With that said, should you be an Aseprite 
user, and be wanting to use it in your workflow, 

a new support thread has been added to the 
Discord Forum:

https://discord.com/channels/355231098122272778/1156803657803776030/1156803657803776030

Be sure to drop by there to ask for help or 
suggest enhancements, and show your 

appreciation for this valued toolset.

https://discord.com/channels/355231098122272778/1156803657803776030/1156803657803776030


Blog Posts To Read

Community member SimonDarksideJ has blogged 

again! This time, the title is longer!

https://darkgenesis.zenithmoon.com/monogame-

meet-vscode.html

In this post he walks you through setting up 

MonoGame with Visual Studio Code!

So, go light, or heavy, the choice is yours!

https://darkgenesis.zenithmoon.com/monogame-meet-vscode.html
https://darkgenesis.zenithmoon.com/monogame-meet-vscode.html


Share a little love

Secret note, there is a hidden easter egg in this issue, 
did you spot it?

On the Forum, you can click hearts to give likes, this is 
something not to overlook, if a reply was helpful to 
you, be sure to give some hearts out, there is a limit 

too, so, give to the replies that you value most.

On the Discord, there is the Welcome thread, be sure to 
hit a MonoGame reply to each new joiner, to let them 
know you welcome them to the community, and be 

sure to visit the Introductions thread to give the same 
to every introduction, we want to be a community for 
good, and engaging in the community helps lift some 
shadows for some users, as interaction online can be a 
daunting prospect, so, please be a welcoming member 

of the community and share some love.

And a gentle reminder, please be courteous, tensions 
may rise with replies, and often humour or tone can be 

misunderstood in text form, ask for clarification if in 
doubt or take a step back for a few minutes.

This concludes this issue.
Happy Coding!
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THANKS
While we try to include all relevant copyrights and acknowledgements, we are only human, please inform us so that 

we may make the corrections for future downloads.
While we are a community run project, this is entirely for fun, but we still try to hold a level of professionalism, 

and will where possible, attempt to maintain a high level of responsibility and will always respect the copyrights of 
others, just let us know if we infringed your rights and we shall remove content as soon as possible, we are unable 

to change previously downloaded copies unfortunately, however we shall update the download file with any 
corrections.

Thank you for your understanding.
Our aim with this publication is to spread awareness of primarily the Monogame Community, the framework, and its 

amazing developers; and their projects.
Paid Ads are always stated, otherwise assume not paid or affiliated.

Though, I do not have any expectations for this to become a profit making endeavour.


